
Art of Choice brings you a 'no-bullshit' approach to art. We believe in
democratizing the art world, breaking down "art talk," and making art accessible to

all. Enjoy reading!
 
With our bi-monthly newsletter, we give you our Art of Choice: choice of exhibits currently on view,

choice of highlights from fairs and other happenings, choice of original artist interviews, and more.

Each newsletter will highlight our choice from the pulse of the art world, featuring the hottest finds

from artists at every stage in their careers.

Interview
Jaime Muñoz gained experience as a working class laborer before beginning a career as an artist. It was

through these experiences that Muñoz learned the importance of using a grid as a functional layout tool

that would follow him into his art in a more symbolic fashion. His work feels decorative and ornate in a

perfectly modern way. An intuitive artist, Muñoz often lets his memories guide him as he creates,

working through ideas that are close to his own background and upbringing. Muñoz lives and works in

Los Angeles, CA.

For our full interview with Muñoz, click here.
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Review
Take a peek at our latest review covering Domestic Horror, at Gagosian
Gallery's Park Ave & 75th St space in New York.
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One of the oldest and most established names in the blue-chip gallery world has shown its willingness to

be forward-thinking by hosting a buzz-worthy exhibition with many of the brightest names establishing

themselves as the future of the art world. Domestic Horror organized by Bill Powers at Gagosian, brings

together a mix of works that feel at home in the Western canon with works from obvious varying cultural

influences – very distinct in their own ways.

For our full review of Domestic Horror, click here.

Upcoming: NY vs LA
Two of our favorite artists open shows tomorrow, September 20th - one in NY and the

other in LA. Where will you be?
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Alex Da Corte

Marigolds

September 20–November 3, 2019

Opening reception  : Friday, September 20, 6–8pm

Karma Gallery

188 E 2nd St

New York, NY 10009

https://karmakarma.org/exhibitions/alex-da-corte-marigolds/


Sayre Gomez

X-Scapes

September 20 - November 3, 2019

Opening Reception: September 20, 6-9pm

Ghebaly Gallery

2245 E Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90021

Artist of Choice
In every newsletter we feature one artist we are crushing on and highlight why we are
such fans of their work. This newsletter features Takuro Kuwata.

TAKURO KUWATA

Takuro Kuwata’s work attracts viewers around t

he world through its overwhelming originality, c

onveying a sense of pure amazement, fun, and of

http://ghebaly.com/


 both the liberation and joy of the act of seeing. 

His work is known for its vivid and metallic color

ing, as well as its unforgettably unique expressio

ns which are nonetheless based on the traditiona

l ceramic techniques of “kairagi” and “ishihaze”. 

Kuwata’s visual language receives wide acclaim d

efying categorization, and the scale of his practic

e has expanded correspondingly. While his pract

ice is firmly based upon the ceramic tradition, h

e places emphasis on dialogues with materials, a

nd questions of what to express in our contempo

rary age of rapid change, enabling himself to cre

ate work that can communicate

with the international art world.





Nude of the Week
Art of Choice's feature, Nude of the Week, highlights an artist portraying the naked human

body in a way that is both beautiful and contemporary. This feature also lives on our

Instagram, so be on the look out for your weekly nude! #SendNudes

This week's nude is by Loie Hollowell.

LOIE HOLLOWELL

Hollowell  focuses on the body in context with

natural elements and abstract composition, and

in doing so she has created a new visual

language aimed at capturing the overarching

theme of the intimate relationship between the

body, the self, sex, time and space. Infusing

elements of ancient sacred iconography (an

almond-shaped mandorla represents a vagina, a

lingam shape an abstracted penis), Hollowell

creates a painterly language that conveys the

physicality and otherworldliness of the primal
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sexual act. Text via Grimm Gallery

https://grimmgallery.com/artists/loie-hollowell/


If you like what you read, help us spread the love for Art of Choice by letting your
friends know they can subscribe here!
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